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Abstract
Switching is a principle process in digital computers and
signal processing systems. The growth of optical signal
processing systems, draws particular attention to design of
ultra-fast optical switches. In this paper, All Optical
Switches in linear state Based On photonic crystal
Directional coupler is analyzed and simulated. Among
different methods, the finite difference time domain method
(FDTD) is a preferable method and is used. We have studied
the application of photonic crystal lattices, the physics of
optical switching and photonic crystal Directional coupler.
In this paper, Electric field intensity and the power output
that are two factors to improve the switching performance
and the device efficiency are investigated and simulated. All
simulations are performed by COMSOL software.
Key words: optical switches, Optical directional coupler,
photonic crystal, linear state

1. Introduction
Today, optical components, particularly the switches, has
been considered in the telecommunication industry.
Electrical techniques that cause delay and losses are used
for switching operations, in many optical switches. Data
transfer rate can be increased if switching operation is done
in optical environment. All-optical methods and Photons
crystals can improve efficiency of optical switches [1],[2].
Electronic switches are used to switch electrical signals that
are controlled electromechanically by relay or electronically
by semi-Conductors. Optical signals can be switched by
electric switches, thus the optical signals are converted to
electrical signals by photo detectors, and finally they are
transformed optical signals by LED or laser. These
transformations cause time delays and energy losses. Using
all optical switches is one of the best ways to remedy this
defect.
Optical switches are divided into two categories: the first
category is optical switch and the second one is all optical
switches. Modulation and deflection of light can be done by
different methods, for instance mechanical, electrical,
acoustic, magnetic method or optical control [3].
Nowadays, several technologies of switching are available
and the number is being investigated [4],[5],[6]. In this
paper, In order to reduce losses and delay of optical
switches and increase high speed rate, All Optical Switches

in linear state based on photonic crystal Directional coupler
is designed and simulated by using COMSOL software.
Structure of this paper is in a way that will be further
explained later. In following, the photonic crystal feature is
presented. Then, all optical directional coupler is explained.
Next, an all optical switch based on photonic crystal
directional coupler is selected and finally the results have
been simulated and analyzed. In order to simulations,
COMSOL software was applied.

2. Photonic Crystal Feature
Today, Photonic Crystals appear in many areas of science,
technology, medicine, and as a product of nature in the
biological world. Photonic crystals are periodic optical
nanostructures that affect the motion of photons in much the
same way that ionic lattices affect electrons in solids.
Photonic crystals occur in nature in the form of structural
coloration and promise to be useful in different forms in a
range of applications. Photonic crystals can be fabricated for
one, two, or three dimensions [7],[8],[9]. One-dimensional
photonic crystals can be either isotropic or anisotropic, with
the latter having potential use as an optical switch [10].
Recently, a graphene-based Bragg grating (one-dimensional
photonic crystal) has been fabricated and demonstrated its
capability for excitation of surface electromagnetic waves in
the periodic structure by using laser as the light source [11].
The Holey fiber or photonic crystal fiber can be made by
taking cylindrical rods of glass in hexagonal lattice, and then
heating and stretching them, the triangle-like air gaps
between the glass rods become the holes that confine the
modes[12].Photonic crystals are attractive optical materials
for controlling and manipulating the flow of light.in Fig .1 a
periodic structure from dielectric photonic crystal has also
been shown. This triangular lattice is made of air holes in
dielectric.

Figure 1:A periodic structure from dielectric photonic
crystal
Figure 2 :A directional coupler switch based on Photonic
crystal

3. All Optical Directional Coupler
All optical switches are used in order to reduce losses and
high speed rate for this reason photonic crystals that play an
important role are used. There are several kinds of all
optical switches.in this paper one of the most important
kinds is investigated and simulated. All optical directional
coupler that is an all optical switch is composed of three
region. The first region is input, the second one is coupling
and the last region is output, as depicted in Fig 2. Radius of
rods and central row radius are usually considered 0.2a and
0.14a respectively, where a is the structure lattice. The
coupler is composed of two parallel waveguides by
removing two rows of rods.in nonlinear state the central
row has the most important role. Bending the waveguide
separate coupling region from input and output region. The
bend that is usually considered 60◦ to avoid the coupling
and mixing of the output fields. Moreover the bent can
reduce losses. Wave in a waveguide containing odd or even
Super Mods are confined by discrepant phase. If the phase
difference is an odd multiple of π, the wave will transmit to
the next waveguide.

(Keven – Kodd) LC = (2n +1) π

4. Simulation of All Optical Directional Coupler
Switch
4.1 Simulation of Directional Coupler without
Propagation
In this paper, an all optical directional coupler based on
photonic crystal analyzed and simulated. Our proposed
structure is a rectangular (31×17) of air with an array of
circular pillars of AlGaAs simulated by using COMSOL
software and illustrated in Fig.3. Refractive index and
radius of rods are 3.4 and 0.2a respectively, where a is the
structure lattice constant. Central rods radius in directional
coupler switch is usually considered 0.14a but in this paper
we tried to obtain new results by changing the central rods
radius [13]. A different structure with change in central row
rods in fig.3 are observed, the central rods radius is 0.13a, a
is the structure lattice constant in this paper, it is considered
575nm. This switch is designed where wavelength is
1550nm.

(1)

In equation (1) Kodd and Keven are wave number are super
modes respectively and Lc is length of the coupling
region[13].
In linear state, which the refractive index of the central row
is unchanged during the guidance of the optical wave so
input optical wave, I1, with the proper frequency is guided
to port O1.

Figure 3 :Periodic structures of Photonic crystal without
propagation
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shown in the figure represents one FDTD cell.
The TM band gap of the structure, as depicted in Fig.4, is in
the range of 0.2735 ≤ a/λ ≤ 0.3833, where λ denotes the
optical wavelength in free space. In fact, frequency range in
order to analyze and simulate is determined. By removing
some of the AlGaAs pillars in the structure of crystal, a
guide for the frequencies within the band gap will be
created

Figure 5 (a): Dielectric rectangular as meshed in an FDTD
grid.

Figure4: Band diagram for TM polarization in a triangular
lattice of AlGaAs rods

4.2 FDTD (Finite Difference Time Domain)
Simulation Basic
While many electromagnetic simulation techniques are
applied in the frequency-domain, FDTD (Finite Difference
Time Domain) solves Maxwell’s equations in the time
domain. This means that the calculation of the
electromagnetic field values progresses at discrete steps in
time. One benefit of the time domain approach is that it
gives broadband output from a single execution of the
program; however, the main reason for using the FDTD
approach is the excellent scaling performance of the method
as the problem size grows. As the number of unknowns
increases, the FDTD approach quickly outpaces other
methods inefficiency [14].FDTD has also been identified as
the preferred method for performing electromagnetic
simulations for biological effects from wireless devices
[15]. The FDTD method has been shown to be the most
efficient approach and provides accurate results of the field
penetration into biological tissues. In fact, the large-scale
solution of Maxwell’s equations for electromagnetic wave
phenomena using FDTD and similar grid-based timedomain approaches may be fundamental to the advancement
of electrical and computer engineering technology as we
continue to push the envelope of the ultra-complex and the
ultrafast. And their accurate modeling is essential to
understand high-speed signal effects having wave-transport
behavior [16].By associating many cell edges with
materials, a geometrical structure can be formed within the
FDTD grid such as the dielectric rectangular shown in Fig.5
(a), 5(b) by using COMSOL software. Each small part

Figure 5 (b): Larger scale of a part of dielectric rectangular
as meshed in an FDTD grid.

4.3 Simulation of Photonic Crystal Directional
Coupler
An all optical switch in linear state based on photonic
crystal was analyzed.in this structure central rods radius are
considered 0.13a, where a is structure lattice constant. In
order to simulate aforementioned switch in linear state, light
passes the next port.
Light, as depicted in Fig.6 can then propagate along the
outlined guide geometry. It clearly shows the propagation of
the wave through the guide in linear state.
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contains a plot of normalized power flow where the highest
and lowest power for the proposed structure in state linear
are illustrated. One of the most important factors in
designing and analyzing is output power and numerous
applications are found by super flexible in power output.

Figure 6: An all-optical switch in linear state

4.4 The Results of All Optical Directional
Coupler Switch
Simulation and analysis of photonic crystal is done by
using COMSOL software. By removing some of the
AlGaAs pillars in the crystal structure a guide can be create
for the frequencies within the band gap. Light can then
propagate along the outlined guide geometry. So electric
field can illustrate the propagation of the wave through the
guide. Normalized electric field for our proposed structures
is shown by Fig7.

Figure8: Normalized output power

5. Conclusion
Electrical switches cause many delays and losses as well as
a decrease in, speed and quality of switches. Nowadays,
more advanced optical switch technologies were needed,
particularly to remove the electrical conversion when
switching light signals. In this paper, an all optical switch
based on photonic crystal directional coupler in linear state
has been proposed. The switching frequency is selected to
have the most output power and the shortest coupling length
in the linear state. This technology can be used to solve
many significant problems as well as problems which are
barely detectable in telecommunication such as bandwidth
limitation, simultaneous transfer of limited information and
low transfer speed.
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